
 

Tractor Outdoor installs first-ever real-time drought
analytics on their Cape Town digital network

Released by AUX Studio in January, TapOff is a free mobile app that not only provides Capetonians with real-time updates
on the city's water consumption, but inspires them to make positive changes that will have a lasting impact.

The app goes even further to encourage participation, gamifying water-saving with suburb leaderboards where residents
can display their consumption figures. With water levels dropping it has become imperative to continue motivating
Capetonians to save water on a daily basis. This is why Tractor Outdoor decided to partner with AUX Studio to get the
message out there as widely as possible.

“We are committed to raising awareness around the devastating drought which is currently crippling the Western Cape.
Trevor and Roy at AUX Studio have built an incredible app which updates itself real-time from the City of Cape Town’s
drought data, and we have optimised our digital screens so that as and when this information is updated it is fed
instantaneously across our network, ensuring that Cape Town’s residents are kept up to date with all the relevant
information pertaining to the current crisis we find ourselves in,” says Simon Wall, managing director at Tractor Outdoor.

TapOff’s public API feature allows the digital screens to make a clear emotional connection with Capetonians about the
current overall water consumption, putting the city’s progress quite literally front and centre serving as a constant reminder
to keep up with our water-saving efforts.

Download the TapOff app at http://www.tapoff.co.za or contact Tractor Outdoor on 0869990226 for more information.
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Tractor Outdoor

Tractor Outdoor was founded in 2001 by international industry veterans and is managed by a team who
has a comprehensive grounding in the outdoor media industry.
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